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| **Abstract:** This visual art work is created by radiography and after editing technology. Radiography is using medical x-ray and DR system, DR means “Digital Radiography”. The material of this work is including: Lily flower, medical x-ray, DR system, medical contrast fluid, x-ray film and digital photography editing program.  
**Method:** A distinguishing characteristic of this work, it is that we use contrast fluid and it can go through whole flower, after that, the energy of medical x-ray can be absorbed by contrast fluid, it is because that contrast fluid is high density, and other energy still goes through the lily flower, then it is projected on x-ray film.  
**Result & Discussion:** Another important part in this work is using digital photography editing program. X-ray work is quite unusual, however, it could only see the single colour, go through the digital photography editing, the work is going to present and create more different sense. May this visual work could provide designers and artists with some new ideas and further impressions. |
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